ABOUT OACETT

Founded in 1957, OACETT is the professional association that promotes the interests of engineering and applied science technicians and technologists to industry, educational institutions, the government and with the public.

We are Ontario’s independent certifying body for engineering and applied science technicians and technologists. Our members hold one of the following designations:

• C.Tech. (Certified Technician)
• A.Sc.T. (Applied Science Technologist)*
• C.E.T. (Certified Engineering Technologist)

OACETT currently represents more than 24,000 members across the province. Certified members follow a Code of Ethics, write a Professional Practice Exam and have had their education and work experience evaluated to ensure they meet stringent national standards.

*A.Sc.T. is no longer awarded.
Unlock the potential of CTEN

Reduce your recruitment time and costs with Canada’s most extensive resumé database of engineering technicians and technologists.

OACETT’s career site, the Canadian Technical Employment Network—CTEN—is recognized in the industry as one of the most effective and economical portals for employers to attract Canada’s top engineering technicians and technologists.

A 24/7, fully automated employment network, CTEN ensures that your job opportunities reach qualified and experienced candidates. Our national database of technology professionals includes active members of one of Canada’s provincial technician and technologist associations, so you know you’re dealing with the best.

Post job opportunities that require specific knowledge and expertise on CTEN, and search our member profiles and resumés by specific disciplines to find and contact highly qualified candidates.

Looking for full-time, part-time, contract or co-op employees? Enter the appropriate category to maximize the number of resumé submissions matching your requirements.

To post a job, simply visit www.cten.ca, click on Employers and create a new user account. The entire purchasing and posting procedure is completely automatic. You can post your job opportunity at any time and reach your candidates quickly and easily.

LEVERAGE YOUR COMPANY. ATTRACT TOP PROFESSIONALS.

• REACH over 40,000 technology professionals from across Canada, of which more than 24,000 are located in Ontario.

• SEARCH our extensive profile database by title, experience or discipline to find prospective candidates quickly.

• LIST employment opportunities based on specific disciplines, experience and/or certification level.

• POST your co-op opportunities; reach applied science and technology students from accredited colleges across Ontario.

• GO LIVE in minutes with our 24/7/365, fully automated process.

Include CTEN in your recruitment strategy!

Contact us to find out how CTEN can help YOU find the top talent within Canada’s technology/applied science sector.

tenwebmaster@oacett.org
416.621.9621
www.cten.ca